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(54) Combustion and emergency starting control system with auxiliary power

(57) The present invention is an installation of an
emergency starting switching device and/or direct cur-
rent boosted boost circuit device. When the power of the
starting battery is insufficient, the electric energy of the
auxiliary battery is used to drive the starting motor in order

to start the engine by operating the emergency starting
switching device. And when the engine is started, the
voltage of the ignition device or the fuel injection device
is stepped up to strengthen its starting capability by
means of a voltage boost by the direct current boosted
boost circuit device.
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Description

BACKGOUND OF THE INVENTION

(a) Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a combustion
and emergency starting control system with auxiliary
power that relies on the installation of an auxiliary power
storage device that exclusively supplies the required
electric energy to the ignition device or fuel injection de-
vice and for emergency starts, and on the installation of
isolation diode to isolate battery power for starting motor,
in order to prevent the sudden drop of the voltage of the
ignition device or the fuel injection device that can hinder
normal engine start due to the substantial drop of battery
voltage as a result of the greater current required in start-
ing motor when the engine is started while ensuring ex-
cellent ignition. Furthermore, the system is equipped with
emergency starting switch device 500 and/or direct cur-
rent boosted boost circuit device 600 so that when start-
ing battery power is insufficient during starting, the elec-
tric energy of the auxiliary battery can drive the starting
motor in order to start the engine by means of operating
the emergency starting switching device; and that the
voltage boost of the direct current boosted boost circuit
device 600 will enable the ignition device or the fuel in-
jection device to step up voltage in order to strengthen
its starting capability when the motor is started to start
the engine.
[0002] Furthermore, for application on manually start-
ed engine that are not installed with starting motor and
starting battery, the installation of a direct current boosted
boost circuit device 600 can provide normal working volt-
age and obtain excellent combustion at the starting stage
when engine speed is relatively low and generator volt-
age is insufficient.

(b) Description of the Prior Art

[0003] Traditional engine ignition or fuel injection sys-
tem normally shares common battery power with the en-
gine starting motor. Therefore, when the engine is start-
ed, the battery voltage drops (normally drops by 25-40%)
due to the motor’s high starting current. This causes poor
ignition or the slowing down of the fuel injection device
switch speed which in turn makes it hard to start the en-
gine. Moreover, when the power of the starting battery
is insufficient, external power is needed for relief. Not
only is this inefficient but also inconvenient.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The present invention relates to a combustion
and emergency starting control system with auxiliary
power that relies on the installation of an auxiliary power
storage device that exclusively supplies the required
electric energy to the ignition device or fuel injection de-

vice and for emergency starts, and on the installation of
isolation diode to isolate battery power for starting motor,
in order to prevent the sudden drop of the voltage of the
ignition device or the fuel injection device that can hinder
normal engine start due to the substantial drop of battery
voltage as a result of the greater current required in start-
ing motor when the engine is started while ensuring ex-
cellent ignition. Furthermore, the system is equipped with
emergency starting switch device 500 and/or direct cur-
rent boosted boost circuit device 600 so that when start-
ing battery power is insufficient during starting, the elec-
tric energy of the auxiliary battery can drive the starting
motor in order to start the engine by means of operating
the emergency starting switching device; and that the
voltage boost of the direct current boosted boost circuit
device 600 will enable the ignition device or the fuel in-
jection device to step up voltage in order to strengthen
its starting capability when the motor is started to start
the engine.
[0005] Furthermore, for application on manually start-
ed engine that are not installed with starting motor and
starting battery, the installation of a direct current boosted
boost circuit device 600 can provide normal working volt-
age and ensure excellent ignition at the starting stage
when engine speed is relatively low and generator volt-
age is insufficient.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006]

FIG.1 is a circuit block diagram of a combustion and
emergency starting control system with auxiliary
power
FIG.2 is an operational diagram showing the varia-
tion of battery voltage and motor starting voltage in
FIG.1
FIG.3 is a circuit diagram of the auxiliary power elec-
tric energy starting the engine in FIG.1
FIG.4 is a circuit block diagram omitting a secondary
charging and discharging auxiliary power storage
device and isolation diode in FIG.1
FIG.5 is an operational diagram showing the varia-
tion of battery voltage and motor starting voltage in
FIG.4
FIG. 6 is a circuit diagram of the auxiliary power elec-
tric energy starting the engine in FIG. 4
FIG. 7 is the circuit diagram of the direct current
boosted boost circuit device of the present invention
FIG. 8 is an operational diagram showing the varia-
tion of battery voltage and motor starting voltage in
FIG. 7
FIG. 9 is a circuit diagram formed by the application
of the present invention on a manually started engine
with the installation of a direct current boosted boost
circuit device
FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram showing the variation
of the direct current boosted boost circuit device out-
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put voltage in FIG. 9

DESCRIPTION OF MAIN COMPONENT SYMBOLS

[0007]

100 : Engine set
101 : Starting motor
102 : Relay
103 : Starting switch
104 : Starting battery
105 : Isolation diode
106 : Primary charging and discharging auxiliary

power storage device
107 : Secondary charging and discharging auxiliary

power storage device
108 : Isolation diode
109 : Engine ignition device
110 : Fuel injection device
200 : Generator
201 : Regulating device
300 : Engine rotating shaft
301 , 302 : Transmission device
500 : Emergency starting switching device
600 : Direct current boosted boost circuit device
1051 , 1053 : Diodes

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0008] The present invention relates to a combustion
and emergency starting control system with auxiliary
power that relies on the installation of an auxiliary power
storage device that exclusively supplies the required
electric energy to the ignition device or fuel injection de-
vice and for emergency starts, and on the installation of
isolation diode to isolate battery power for starting motor,
in order to prevent the sudden drop of the voltage of the
ignition device or the fuel injection device that can hinder
normal engine start due to the substantial drop of battery
voltage as a result of the greater current required in start-
ing motor when the engine is started while ensuring ex-
cellent ignition. Furthermore, the system is equipped with
emergency starting switch device 500 and/or direct cur-
rent boosted boost circuit device 600 so that when start-
ing battery power is insufficient during starting, the elec-
tric energy of the auxiliary battery can drive the starting
motor in order to start the engine by means of operating
the emergency starting switching device; and that the
voltage boost of the direct current boosted boost circuit
device 600 will enable the ignition device or the fuel in-
jection device to step up voltage in order to strengthen
its starting capability when the motor is started to start
the engine.
[0009] Furthermore, for application on manually start-
ed engine that are not installed with starting motor and
starting battery, the installation of a direct current boosted
boost circuit device 600 can provide normal working volt-

age and ensure excellent ignition at the starting stage
when engine speed is relatively low and generator volt-
age is insufficient.
[0010] As shown in FIG. 1, a combustion and emer-
gency starting control system with auxiliary power that
relies on the installation of an auxiliary power storage
device that exclusively supplies the required electric en-
ergy to the engine ignition device and/or fuel injection
device and for emergency starts, and on the installation
of isolation diode to isolate the starting battery of the mo-
tor, and on the installation of emergency starting switch-
ing device 500 and/or direct current boosted boost circuit
device 600. Its main components include:

- - Engine set 100: Consists of internal combustion
engine using diesel, biodiesel, gasoline, natural gas
or methanol as fuel and equipped with a starting mo-
tor 101;

- - Engine rotating shaft 300: Supply rotating kinetic
energy engine output to drive loads, and to couple
with the starting motor 101 by means of the trans-
mission device 301, directly or by means of the trans-
mission device 302 to couple with the generator set
200;

- - Starting motor 101: Consists of brush or brushless
direct current or alternating current motors or gen-
erators with motor capability. By operating the motor
start relay 102, the battery electric energy is control-
led to drive the starting motor 101, directly or through
the transmission device 301 affecting the generator
set 100;

- - Starting switch 103: Consists of electromechanical
switching elements or solid state electronic switching
elements to supply and control power from starting
battery 104 to the ignition device or the ignition de-
vice and/or the fuel injection device 110; and/or to
supply power and control motor starting relay 102;
or to directly supply power and control staring motor
101; and/or to supply power to other car electrical
devices;

- - Starting battery 104: Consists of various charging
and discharging secondary batteries or super capac-
itance to provide electric energy to the starting motor
101, and to accept power charging from the gener-
ated electric energy of the generator 200 and exter-
nal sources;

- - Isolation diode 105: Consists of diodes and installed
between starting battery 104 and the primary charg-
ing and discharging auxiliary power storage device
106 to become one way turn-on for starting battery
104 current to charge the primary charging and dis-
charging auxiliary power storage device 106. More-
over, the isolation diode 105 is relied upon to prevent
reverse discharging to the starting battery 104;

- - Primary charging and discharging auxiliary power
storage device 106: Consists of various charging and
discharging batteries or super capacitance to store
electric energy from the starting motor 104, built-in
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generator 200 or from other external charging devic-
es;

- - Secondary charging and discharging auxiliary pow-
er storage device 107: Consists of a secondary
charging and discharging battery or super capaci-
tance to store electrical energy from the primary
charging and discharging auxiliary power storage
device 106 in order to supply instant electric energy
to the engine ignition device 109 during engine igni-
tion;

- - Isolation diode 108: Located between the primary
charging and discharging auxiliary power storage
device 106 and the secondary charging and dis-
charging auxiliary power storage device 107, and
the current direction from the primary charging and
discharging auxiliary power storage device 106 to
the secondary charging and discharging auxiliary
power storage device 107 is in series with the isola-
tion diode 108 in order to prevent reverse discharge
by the secondary charging and discharging auxiliary
power storage device 107 on the primary charging
and discharging device 106 when using the primary
charging and discharging auxiliary power storage
device 106 as the power source in starting the motor
in an emergency while operating the emergency
starting switching device 500;

- - Generator 200: Consists of alternating current or
direct current generator and driven directly or indi-
rectly through transmission device 302 by an engine
to produce a relative alternating electric energy or a
rectified direct current or to directly produce direct
current electric energy output; when generator 200
and/or regulating device 201 are direct current gen-
erators and do not possess reverse current avoid-
ance function, isolation is made according to the
charging current direction from the generator wind-
ing of the generator to the starting battery 104
through the regulating device 201 and by the forward
series installation of diode 1051, and if generator 200
possesses reverse current avoidance function, then
installing diode 1051 is unnecessary;

- - Regulating device 201: Consists of electromechan-
ical or solid state electronic type circuit device; when
generator 200 works as a direct current generator,
the regulating device directly regulates the direct cur-
rent electric energy and separately charges the start-
ing battery 104, and/or the primary charging and dis-
charging auxiliary power storage device 106, and/or
secondary charging and discharging auxiliary power
storage device 107, and/or to supply power to other
loads, and when generator 200 works as an alter-
nating current generator, the alternating current
must first be rectified into direct current and then
passed through regulating device 201 before it can
charge the starting battery 104, and/or primary
charging and discharging auxiliary power storage
device 106, and/or secondary charging and dis-
charging auxiliary power storage device 107, and/or

to supply power to other loads;

- - Engine ignition device 109: Consists of electrome-
chanical circuit elements or solid state electronic cir-
cuit elements or the combination of both elements
to provide ignition to an internal combustion engine
for running the engine;

- - Fuel injection device 110: Consists of a fuel injection
structural device with throttle switching function to
control injection width, and circuit control devices for
operating fuel injection structural devices that are
able to refer to throttle opening, oil temperature, air
intake temperature, and oxygen-containing crank-
shaft signals (IP-ARB);

[0011] Any one or both of the engine ignition device
109 and the fuel injection device 110 are installed.
[0012] Any one or both of the emergency starting
switching device 500 and the direct current boosted boost
circuit device 600 are installed. These include:

- - Emergency starting switching device 500: Consists
of three-terminal type solid state electronic switching
device or mechanical switching device, and the com-
mon C terminal is the positive power terminal leading
to the motor starting relay 102 and starting switch
103, and the normally closed A terminal is the pos-
itive terminal leading to the starting battery 104, and
the normally opened B terminal which is switch able
to closed during an emergency is the positive termi-
nal leading to the primary charging and discharging
auxiliary power storage device 106; when battery
starting power is insufficient, operating the auxiliary
switching device can enable the auxiliary battery
electric energy to drive and start the motor which in
turn will start the engine.

- - Direct current boosted boost device 600: Consists
of solid state electronic circuit elements or electro-
mechanical circuit elements installed between the
power mains of the secondary charging and dis-
charging auxiliary power storage device 107 and the
power mains of the engine ignition device 109 and
the fuel injection device 110, and the direct current
boosted boost circuit device 600 is started by the
signal from the relay 102 when the motor power is
turned on to increase voltage in order to enable the
engine ignition device 109 or the fuel injection device
110 to run on a booster state advantageous to start-
ing the engine and the diode 1053 is connected in
parallel between the power input terminal of the di-
rect current boosted boost circuit device 600 and the
higher homopolar voltage output terminal; when the
direct current boosted boost circuit device 600 stops
operating, electric energy from the power terminal
are delivered through the diode 1053 to the engine
ignition device 109 and the fuel injection device 110.

[0013] During the application of the combustion and
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emergency starting control system with auxiliary power,
the primary charging and discharging auxiliary power
storage device 106 can select elements with a higher
energy density while the secondary charging and dis-
charging auxiliary power storage device 107 can select
elements with a higher power density to match ignition
quality and economy.
[0014] As described in FIG. 1, the engine ignition de-
vice 109, fuel injection device 110, starting battery 104,
isolation diode 105, primary charging and discharging
auxiliary power storage device 106, isolation diode 108,
secondary charging and discharging auxiliary power
storage device 107, emergency starting switching device
500, generator 200, regulating device 201, direct current
boosted boost circuit device 600 are separately installed
or combined by two or more of the aforementioned com-
ponents.
[0015] FIG. 2 is an operational diagram showing the
variation of the battery voltage and the motor start voltage
in FIG. 1. As shown in FIG. 2, the voltage V106 is the
terminal voltage of the primary charging and discharging
auxiliary power storage device 106, and Voltage V107 is
the terminal voltage of the secondary charging and dis-
charging auxiliary power storage device 107, and V104
is the terminal voltage of the starting motor 104, and V600
is the output voltage of the direct current boosted boost
circuit device 600.
[0016] FIG 3 is a circuit diagram of the auxiliary power
electric energy starting the engine in FIG. 1.
[0017] Moreover, the present invention of a combus-
tion and emergency starting control system with auxiliary
power is further configured as shown in the operational
circuit block diagram FIG. 4 omitting the secondary
charging and discharging auxiliary power storage device
107 and the isolation diode 108 in FIG. 1. i.e., the sec-
ondary charging and discharging auxiliary power storage
device 107 and isolation diode 108 in FIG. 1 are omitted
and not installed. Instead, isolation diode 105 is forward
series installed between the starting battery 104 and the
primary charging and discharging auxiliary power stor-
age device 106 to become one way turn-on in order to
restrict electric charging energy from the starting battery
104 to the primary charging and discharging auxiliary
power storage device 106. The electric energy required
by the engine ignition device 109 and the fuel injection
device 110 is then supplied by the primary charging and
discharging auxiliary power storage device 106. When
the power of the starting battery 104 is insufficient, the
electric energy of the primary charging and discharging
auxiliary power storage device 106 is used to drive and
start the motor and the engine by operating the emer-
gency starting switching device 500.
[0018] Both or any one of the emergency starting
switching device 500 and/or the direct current boosted
boost circuit device 600 are installed which shall include:

-- Emergency starting switching device 500: Con-
sists of three-terminal type solid state electronic

switching device or mechanical switching device,
and the common C terminal is the positive power
terminal leading to the motor starting relay 102 and
starting switch 103, and the normally closed A ter-
minal is the positive terminal leading to the starting
battery 104, and the normally opened B terminal
which is switch able to closed during an emergency
is the positive terminal leading to the primary charg-
ing and discharging auxiliary power storage device
106; when battery starting power is insufficient, op-
erating the auxiliary switching device can enable the
auxiliary battery electric energy to drive and start the
motor which in turn will start the engine.
-- Direct current boosted boost device 600: Consists
of solid state electronic circuit elements or electro-
mechanical circuit elements installed at the positive
power terminal of the secondary charging and dis-
charging auxiliary power storage device 107 and be-
tween the power terminals of the engine ignition de-
vice 109 and the fuel injection device 110, and the
direct current boosted boost circuit device 600 is
started by the signal from relay 102 when the motor
power is turned on to increase voltage in order to
enable the engine ignition device 109 or the fuel in-
jection 110 to run on a booster state advantageous
to starting the engine, and the diode 1053 is con-
nected in parallel between the power input terminal
of the direct current boosted boost circuit device 600
and the higher homopolar voltage output terminal;
when the direct current boosted boost circuit device
600 stops operating, electric energy from the power
terminal are delivered through diode 1053 to the en-
gine ignition device 109 and the fuel injection device
110.

[0019] FIG. 5 is an operational diagram showing the
variation of the battery voltage and the motor start voltage
in FIG. 4. As shown in FIG. 5, Voltage V106 is the terminal
voltage of the primary charging and discharging auxiliary
power storage device 106, and V104 is the terminal volt-
age of the starting motor 104, and V600 is the output
voltage of the direct current boosted boost circuit device
600.
[0020] FIG. 6 is the circuit diagram of the auxiliary pow-
er electric energy starting the engine in FIG. 4.
[0021] As shown in FIG. 4, the engine ignition device
109, fuel injection device 110, starting battery 104, pri-
mary charging and discharging auxiliary power storage
device 106, emergency starting switching device 500,
generator 200, regulating device 201 and direct current
boosted boost circuit device 600 are separately installed
or combined by two or more of the aforementioned com-
ponents.
[0022] FIG. 7 is the circuit diagram of the direct current
boosted boost circuit device of the present invention.
[0023] FIG. 8 is an operational diagram showing the
variation of the battery voltage and the motor start voltage
in FIG. 7
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[0024] As shown in FIG. 7, the secondary charging and
discharging auxiliary power storage device 107, isolation
diode 108, primary charging and discharging auxiliary
power storage device 106, isolation diode 105, and the
emergency starting switching device 500 in FIG. 1 are
omitted and not installed. Instead, the starting battery
104 is allowed to directly charge the direct current boost-
ed boost circuit device 600. The main components in-
clude:

- - Engine set 100: Consists of internal combustion
engine using diesel, biodiesel, gasoline, natural gas
or methanol as fuel;

- - Engine rotating shaft 300: Supply rotating kinetic
energy engine output to drive loads, and to couple
with the starting motor 101 by means of the trans-
mission device 301, directly or by means of the trans-
mission device 302 to couple with the generator set
200;

- - Starting motor 101: Consists of brush or brushless
direct current or alternating current motors or gen-
erators with motor capability. By operating the motor
start relay 102, the battery electric energy is control-
led to drive the starting motor 101, directly or through
the transmission device 301 affecting the generator
set 100;

- - Starting switch 103: Consists of electromechanical
switching elements or solid state electronic switching
elements to supply and control power from starting
battery 104 to the ignition device or the ignition de-
vice and/or the fuel injection device 110; and/or to
supply power and control motor starting relay 102;
or to directly supply power and control staring motor
101; and/or to supply power to other car electrical
devices;

- -Starting battery 104: Consists of various charging
and discharging secondary batteries or super capac-
itance to provide electric energy to the starting motor
101; and to accept electric energy generated by the
generator 200 and external power charging.

- - Generator 200: Consists of alternating current or
direct current generator and driven directly or indi-
rectly through transmission device 302 by an engine
to produce a relative alternating electric energy or a
rectified direct current or to directly produce direct
current electric energy output; when generator 200
and/or regulating device 201 are direct current gen-
erators and do not possess reverse current avoid-
ance function, isolation is made according to the
charging current direction from the generator wind-
ing of the generator to the starting battery 104
through the regulating device 201 and by the forward
series installation of diode 1051, and if generator 200
possesses reverse current avoidance function, then
installing diode 1051 is unnecessary.

- -Regulating device 201: Consists of electromechan-
ical or solid state electronic type circuit device. When
generator 200 works as a direct current generator,

the regulating device directly regulates the direct cur-
rent electric energy and separately charges the start-
ing battery 104, and/or to supply power to other
loads. When generator 200 works as an alternating
current generator, the alternating current must first
be rectified into direct current and then passed
through regulating device 201 before it can charge
the starting battery 104, and/or to supply power to
other loads.

- - Engine ignition device 109: Consists of electrome-
chanical circuit elements or solid state electronic cir-
cuit elements or the combination of both elements
to provide ignition to an internal combustion engine
for running the engine;

- - Fuel injection device 110: Consists of a fuel injection
structural device with throttle switching function to
control injection width, and circuit control devices for
operating fuel injection structural devices that are
able to refer to throttle opening, oil temperature, air
intake temperature, and oxygen-containing crank-
shaft signals (IP-ARB);
Any one or both of the engine ignition device 109
and the fuel injection device 110 are installed;

- -Direct current boosted boost device 600: Consists
of solid state electronic circuit elements or electro-
mechanical circuit elements and driven by the power
of the starting battery 104, engine ignition device 109
and the fuel injection device 110, and the direct cur-
rent boosted boost circuit device 600 is started by
the signal from relay 102 when the motor power is
turned on to increase voltage in order to enable the
engine ignition device 109 or the fuel injection device
110 to run on a booster state advantageous to start-
ing the engine, and the diode 1053 is connected in
parallel between the power input terminal of the di-
rect current boosted boost circuit device 600 and the
higher homopolar voltage output terminal; when the
direct current boosted boost circuit device 600 stops
operating, electric energy from the power terminal
are delivered through diode 1053 to the engine igni-
tion device 109 and the fuel injection device 110.

[0025] FIG. 8 is the operational diagram showing the
variation of the battery voltage and motor start voltage in
FIG. 7. Voltage V106 in FIG. 8 is the terminal voltage of
the primary charging and discharging auxiliary power
storage device 106 while V600 is the output voltage of
the boosted boost circuit device 600.
[0026] Engine ignition device 109, fuel injection device
110, starting battery 104, generator 200, regulating de-
vice 201, and direct current boosted boost circuit device
600 in FIG. 7 are separately installed or combined by two
or more of the aforementioned components.
[0027] If the engine in operational diagram FIG. 9 is
manually started, and because it is not equipped with
starting motor 101, starting battery 104 and isolation di-
ode 105, power is supplied solely by the generator 200
winding and the regulating device 201. So when the man-
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ually started engine speed is relatively slow and the gen-
erator 200 voltage is low, the generated electric energy
of the generator 200 is stepped up by means of the direct
current boosted boost circuit device 600. And during nor-
mal operation, the generated electric energy is stepped
down to normal voltage in order to improve the operation
of the engine ignition device 109 and/or the fuel injection
device 110. Methods for checking normal operation in-
clude:

(1) Check reference on engine speed signals;
(2) Refer to generator voltage;
(3) By setting the transfer to normal voltage when
the step up start time expires.

[0028] FIG. 9 is the circuit diagram formed by the ap-
plication of the present invention on a manually started
engine with the installation of a direct current boosted
boost circuit device.
[0029] FIG. 10 is an operational diagram showing the
variation of the direct current boosted boost circuit device
output voltage in FIG. 9.
[0030] The ignition device 109, fuel injection device
110, generator 200, regulating device 201 and the direct
current boosted boost circuit device 600 are separately
installed or combined by two or more of the aforemen-
tioned components.

Claims

1. A combustion and emergency starting control sys-
tem with auxiliary power that relies on the installation
of an auxiliary power storage device that exclusively
supplies the required electric energy to the ignition
device or fuel injection device and for emergency
starts, and on the installation of isolation diode to
isolate battery power for starting motor, in order to
prevent the sudden drop of the voltage of the ignition
device or the fuel injection device that can hinder
normal engine start due to the substantial drop of
battery voltage as a result of the greater current re-
quired in starting motor when the engine is started
while ensuring excellent ignition. Furthermore, the
system is equipped with emergency starting switch
device (500) and/or direct current boosted boost cir-
cuit device (600) so that when starting battery power
is insufficient during starting, the electric energy of
the auxiliary battery can drive the starting motor in
order to start the engine by means of operating the
emergency starting switching device; and that the
voltage boost of the direct current boosted boost cir-
cuit device (600) will enable the ignition device or
the fuel injection device to step up voltage in order
to strengthen its starting capability when the motor
is started to start the engine.

2. A combustion and emergency starting control sys-

tem with auxiliary power as claimed in Claim 1,
wherein that includes the installation of an auxiliary
power device that exclusively supplies the required
electric energy to the engine ignition device and/or
fuel injection device and for emergency starts; and
the installation of the isolation diode to isolate the
starting battery of the motor, and the installation of
emergency starting switching device (500) and/or di-
rect current boosted boost circuit device (600), and
the main components are:

- - engine set (100): consists of internal combus-
tion engine using diesel, biodiesel, gasoline,
natural gas or methanol as fuel and equipped
with a starting motor (101);
- - engine rotating shaft (300): supply rotating
kinetic energy engine output to drive loads, and
to couple with the starting motor (101) by means
of the transmission device (301), directly or by
means of the transmission device (302) to cou-
ple with the generator set (200);
- - starting motor (101): consists of brush or
brushless direct current or alternating current
motors or generators with motor capability, and
by operating the motor start relay (102), the bat-
tery electric energy is controlled to drive the
starting motor (101), directly or through the
transmission device (301) affecting the genera-
tor set (100);
- - starting switch (103): consists of electrome-
chanical switching elements or solid state elec-
tronic switching elements to supply and control
power from starting battery (104) to the ignition
device or the ignition device and/or the fuel in-
jection device (110); and/or to supply power and
control motor starting relay (102); or to directly
supply power and control staring motor (101);
and/or to supply power to other car electrical de-
vices;
- - starting battery (104): consists of various
charging and discharging secondary batteries
or super capacitance to provide electric energy
to the starting motor (101), and to accept power
charging from the generated electric energy of
the generator (200) and external sources;
- - isolation diode (105): consists of diodes and
installed between starting battery (104) and the
primary charging and discharging auxiliary pow-
er storage device (106) to become one way turn-
on for starting battery (104) current to charge
the primary charging and discharging auxiliary
power storage device (106). Moreover, the iso-
lation diode (105) is relied upon to prevent re-
verse discharging to the starting battery (104);
- - primary charging and discharging auxiliary
power storage device (106): consists of various
charging and discharging batteries or super ca-
pacitance to store electric energy from the start-
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ing motor (104), built-in generator (200) or from
other external charging devices;
- - secondary charging and discharging auxiliary
power storage device (107): consists of a sec-
ondary charging and discharging battery or su-
per capacitance to store electrical energy from
the primary charging and discharging auxiliary
power storage device (106) in order to supply
instant electric energy to the engine ignition de-
vice (109) during engine ignition;
- - isolation diode (108): located between the
primary charging and discharging auxiliary pow-
er storage device (106) and the secondary
charging and discharging auxiliary power stor-
age device (107), and the current direction from
the primary charging and discharging auxiliary
power storage device (106) to the secondary
charging and discharging auxiliary power stor-
age device (107) is in series with the isolation
diode (108) in order to prevent reverse dis-
charge by the secondary charging and discharg-
ing auxiliary power storage device (107) on the
primary charging and discharging auxiliary pow-
er storage device (106) when using the primary
charging and discharging auxiliary power stor-
age device (106) as the power source in starting
the motor in an emergency while operating the
emergency starting switching device (500);
- - generator (200): consists of alternating cur-
rent or direct current generator and driven di-
rectly or indirectly through transmission device
(302) by an engine to produce a relative alter-
nating electric energy or a rectified direct current
or to directly produce direct current electric en-
ergy output; when generator (200) and/or regu-
lating device (201) are direct current generators
and do not possess reverse current avoidance
function, isolation is made according to the
charging current direction from the generator
winding of the generator to the starting battery
(104) through the regulating device (201) and
by the forward series installation of diode (1051),
and if generator (200) possesses reverse cur-
rent avoidance function, then installing diode
(1051) is unnecessary;
- - regulating device (201): consists of electro-
mechanical or solid state electronic type circuit
device; when generator (200) works as a direct
current generator, the regulating device directly
regulates the direct current electric energy and
separately charges the starting battery (104),
and/or the primary charging and discharging
auxiliary power storage device (106), and/or
secondary charging and discharging auxiliary
power storage device (107), and/or to supply
power to other loads; and when generator (200)
works as an alternating current generator, the
alternating current must first be rectified into di-

rect current and then passed through regulating
device (201) before it can charge the starting
battery (104), and/or primary charging and dis-
charging auxiliary power storage device (106),
and/or secondary charging and discharging
auxiliary power storage device (107), and/or to
supply power to other loads;
- - engine ignition device (109): consists of elec-
tromechanical circuit elements or solid state
electronic circuit elements or the combination of
both elements to provide ignition to an internal
combustion engine for running the engine;
- - fuel injection device (110): consists of a fuel
injection structural device with throttle switching
function to control injection width, and circuit
control devices for operating fuel injection struc-
tural devices that are able to refer to throttle
opening, oil temperature, air intake temperature,
and oxygen-containing crankshaft signals (IP-
ARB);
any one or both of the engine ignition device
(109) and the fuel injection device (110) are in-
stalled;
any one or both of the emergency starting
switching device (500) and the direct current
boosted boost circuit device (600) are installed,
and these include:
- - emergency starting switching device (500):
consists of three-terminal type solid state elec-
tronic switching device or mechanical switching
device, and the common C terminal is the pos-
itive power terminal leading to the motor starting
relay (102) and starting switch (103), and the
normally closed A terminal is the positive termi-
nal leading to the starting battery (104), and the
normally opened B terminal which is switch able
to closed during an emergency is the positive
terminal leading to the primary charging and dis-
charging auxiliary power storage device (106);
when battery starting power is insufficient, op-
erating the auxiliary switching device can enable
the auxiliary battery electric energy to drive and
start the motor which in turn will start the engine;
- - direct current boosted boost device (600):
consists of solid state electronic circuit elements
or electromechanical circuit elements installed
between the power mains of the secondary
charging and discharging auxiliary power stor-
age device (107) and the power mains of the
engine ignition device (109) and the fuel injec-
tion device (110), and direct current boosted
boost circuit device (600) is started by the signal
from the relay (102) when the motor power is
turned on to increase voltage in order to enable
the engine ignition device (109) or the fuel injec-
tion device (110) to run on a booster state ad-
vantageous to starting the engine, and diode
(1053) is connected in parallel between the pow-
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er input terminal of the direct current boosted
boost circuit device (600) and the higher
homopolar voltage output terminal; when the di-
rect current boosted boost circuit device (600)
stops operating, electric energy from the power
terminal are delivered through the diode (1053)
to the engine ignition device (109) and the fuel
injection device (110).

3. A combustion and emergency starting control sys-
tem with auxiliary power as claimed in Claim 2,
wherein the engine ignition device (109), fuel injec-
tion device (110), starting battery (104), isolation di-
ode (105), primary charging and discharging auxil-
iary power storage device (106), isolation diode
(108), secondary charging and discharging auxiliary
power storage device (107), emergency starting
switching device (500), generator (200), regulating
device (201) and direct current boosted boost circuit
device (600) are separately installed or combined by
two or more of the aforementioned components.

4. A combustion and emergency starting control sys-
tem with auxiliary power as claimed in Claim 2,
wherein the secondary charging and discharging
auxiliary power storage device (107) and isolation
diode (108) omitted and uninstalled; instead, isola-
tion diode (105) is forward series installed between
the starting battery (104) and the primary charging
and discharging auxiliary power storage device
(106) to become one way turn-on in order to restrict
electric charging energy from the starting battery
(104) to the primary charging and discharging aux-
iliary power storage device (106). The electric energy
required by the engine ignition device (109) and the
fuel injection device (110) is then supplied by the
primary charging and discharging auxiliary power
storage device (106). When the power of the starting
battery (104) is insufficient, the electric energy of the
primary charging and discharging auxiliary power
storage device (106) is used to drive and start the
motor, and in turn, start the engine by operating the
emergency starting switching device (500);
both or any one of the emergency starting switching
device (500) and/or the direct current boosted boost
circuit device (600) are installed which shall include:

- - emergency starting switching device (500):
consists of three-terminal type solid state elec-
tronic switching device or mechanical switching
device, and the common C terminal is the pos-
itive power terminal leading to the motor starting
relay (102) and starting switch (103), and the
normally closed A terminal is the positive termi-
nal leading to the starting battery (104), and the
normally opened B terminal which is switch able
to closed during an emergency is the positive
terminal leading to the primary charging and dis-

charging auxiliary power storage device (106);
when battery starting power is insufficient, op-
erating the auxiliary switching device can enable
the auxiliary battery electric energy to drive and
start the motor which in turn will start the engine;
- - direct current boosted boost device (600):
consists of solid state electronic circuit elements
or electromechanical circuit elements installed
at the positive power terminal of the secondary
charging and discharging auxiliary power stor-
age device (107) and between the power termi-
nals of the engine ignition device (109) and the
fuel injection device (110), and the direct current
boosted boost circuit device (600) is started by
the signal from relay (102) when the motor pow-
er is turned on to increase voltage in order to
enable the engine ignition device (109) or the
fuel injection device (110) to run on a booster
state advantageous to starting the engine, and
the diode (1053) is connected in parallel be-
tween the power input terminal of the direct cur-
rent boosted boost circuit device (600) and the
higher homopolar voltage output terminal; when
the direct current boosted boost circuit device
(600) stops operating, electric energy from the
power terminal are delivered through diode
(1053) to the engine ignition device (109) and
the fuel injection device (110).

5. A combustion and emergency starting control sys-
tem with auxiliary
power as claimed in Claim 4, wherein the ignition
device (109), fuel injection device (110), starting bat-
tery (104), primary charging and discharging auxil-
iary power storage device (106), emergency starting
switching device (500), generator (200), regulating
device (210) and direct current boosted boost circuit
device (600) are separately installed or combined by
two or more of the aforementioned components.

6. A combustion and emergency starting control sys-
tem with auxiliary power as claimed in Claim 2,
wherein the secondary charging and discharging
auxiliary power storage device (107), isolation diode
(108), primary charging and discharging powers
storage device (106), isolation diode (105) and emer-
gency starting switching device (500) are omitted
and not installed; power is instead supplied directly
to the direct current boosted boost circuit device
(600) from the starting battery (104), and the main
components are:

- - engine set (100): consists of internal combus-
tion engine using diesel, biodiesel, gasoline,
natural gas or methanol as fuel;
- - engine rotating shaft (300): supply rotating
kinetic energy engine output to drive loads, and
to couple with the starting motor (101) by means
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of the transmission device (301), directly or by
means of the transmission device (302) to cou-
ple with the generator set (200);
- - starting motor (101): consists of brush or
brushless direct current or alternating current
motors or generators with motor capability and
by operating the motor start relay (102), the bat-
tery electric energy is controlled to drive the
starting motor (101), directly or through the
transmission device (301) affecting the genera-
tor set (100);
- - starting switch (103): consists of electrome-
chanical switching elements or solid state elec-
tronic switching elements to supply and control
power from starting battery (104) to the ignition
device or the ignition device and/or the fuel in-
jection device (110); and/or to supply power and
control motor starting relay (102); or to directly
supply power and control staring motor (101);
and/or to supply power to other car electrical de-
vices;
- -starting battery (104): consists of various
charging and discharging secondary batteries
or super capacitance to provide electric energy
to the starting motor (101); and to accept electric
energy generated by the generator (200) and
external power charging;
- - generator (200): consists of alternating cur-
rent or direct current generator and driven di-
rectly or indirectly through transmission device
(302) by an engine to produce a relative alter-
nating electric energy or a rectified direct current
or to directly produce direct current electric en-
ergy output; when generator (200) and/or regu-
lating device (201) are direct current generators
and do not possess reverse current avoidance
function, isolation is made according to the
charging current direction from the generator
winding to the generator to the starting battery
(104) through the regulating device (201) and
by the forward series installation of diode (1051)
and if generator (200) possesses reverse cur-
rent avoidance function, then installing diode
(1051) is unnecessary;
- -regulating device (201): consists of electro-
mechanical or solid state electronic type circuit
device, and when generator (200) works as a
direct current generator, the regulating device
directly regulates the direct current electric en-
ergy and separately charges the starting battery
(104), and/or to supply power to other loads;
when generator (200) works as an alternating
current generator, the alternating current must
first be rectified into direct current and then
passed through regulating device (201) before
it can charge the starting battery (104), and/or
to supply power to other loads;
- - engine ignition device (109): consists of elec-

tromechanical circuit elements or solid state
electronic circuit elements or the combination of
both elements to provide ignition to an internal
combustion engine for running the engine;
- - fuel injection device (110): consists of a fuel
injection structural device with throttle switching
function to control injection width, and circuit
control devices for operating fuel injection struc-
tural devices that are able to refer to throttle
opening, oil temperature, air intake temperature,
and oxygen-containing crankshaft signals (IP-
ARB);
any one or both of the engine ignition device
(109) and the fuel injection device (110) are in-
stalled;
- -direct current boosted boost device (600): con-
sists of solid state electronic circuit elements or
electromechanical circuit elements and driven
by the power of the starting battery (104), engine
ignition device (109) and the fuel injection device
(110), and the direct current boosted boost cir-
cuit device (600) is started by the signal from
relay (102) when the motor power is turned on
to increase voltage in order to enable the engine
ignition device (109) or the fuel injection device
(110) to run on a booster state advantageous to
starting the engine, and the diode (1053) is con-
nected in parallel between the power input ter-
minal of the direct current boosted boost circuit
device (600) and the higher homopolar voltage
output terminal; when the direct current boosted
boost circuit device (600) stops operating, elec-
tric energy from the power terminal are delivered
through diode (1053) to the engine ignition de-
vice (109) and the fuel injection device (110).

7. A combustion and emergency starting control sys-
tem with auxiliary power as claimed in Claim 6,
wherein the engine ignition device (109), fuel injec-
tion device (110), starting battery (104), generator
(200), regulating device (201), and direct current
boosted boost circuit device (600) are separately in-
stalled or combined by two or more of the aforemen-
tioned components.

8. A combustion and emergency starting control sys-
tem with auxiliary power with a manually started en-
gine, wherein it is not equipped with starting motor
(101), starting battery (104) and isolation diode
(105), power is supplied solely by the generator (200)
winding and the regulating device (201) to the direct
current boosted boost circuit device (600) ; so when
the manually started engine speed is relatively slow
and the generator (200) voltage is low, the generated
electric energy of the generator (200) is stepped up
by means of the direct current boosted boost circuit
device (600). And during normal operation, the gen-
erated electric energy is stepped down to normal
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voltage in order to improve the operation of the en-
gine ignition device (109) and/or the fuel injection
device (110), and methods for checking normal op-
eration include:

1) Check reference on engine speed signals;
2) Refer to generator voltage;
3) By setting the transfer to normal voltage when
the step up start time expires.

9. A combustion and emergency starting control sys-
tem with auxiliary power as claimed in Claim 8,
wherein the ignition device (109), fuel injection de-
vice (110), generator (200), regulating device (201)
and direct current boosted boost circuit device (600)
are separately installed or combined by two or more
of the aforementioned components.
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